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Abstract: A series of revitalization policies (RPs) have been implemented in China’s Old Revolution-
ary Areas (ORAs). Evaluating the impact of these RPs is of paramount importance for refining policy
design and achieving the goal of common prosperity. This study focuses on the ORAs in Gannan
(ORAG) and employs the Propensity Score Matching Difference-in-Differences (PSM-DID) method
to assess the effects of the RPs from two perspectives: stimulating economic growth and increasing
farmers’ income, utilizing county-level data spanning from 2006 to 2019. The findings of this study
reveal that while the RP restrains the growth of per capita GDP in ORAG, it significantly promotes
the growth of farmers’ income. Moreover, it plays a crucial role in reducing the income gap between
ORAG and Jiangxi Province, thus promoting the common prosperity of farmers in ORAG. A detailed
examination using quantile regression shows that the RP has a significant and consistent negative
impact on GDP per capita GDP at different quantile points. At the same time, it has a significant
positive effect on increasing farmers’ income at the 25% quantile point, effectively reducing income
inequality among farmers at all quantile levels. The mechanism analysis shows that the RP has
stimulated increased government investment in ORAG, leading to an increase in farmers’ incomes
and a reduction in income disparities. However, the study also highlights the existence of a “policy
trap” that has hindered the RP’s effectiveness in ORAG. Drawing upon these findings, this paper
offers policy recommendations to enhance the impact of RP in ORAs.

Keywords: revitalization and development of old revolutionary areas; policy effects; difference-in-
differences method; propensity score matching

1. Introduction

During the 20th National Congress of the Communist Party of China (CPC)in October
2022, the Chinese government explicitly introduced a new governance goal, namely to
build a Chinese-style modernization in which “Common Prosperity” (CP) is shared by
all citizens. This entails the imperative of raising the incomes of low-income individuals,
expanding the middle-income population, standardizing income distribution, and reso-
lutely advancing the common prosperity agenda. A key facet of CP promotion is to reduce
income disparities between residents and regions, with a particular focus on raising farmers’
incomes and reducing income inequalities [1,2]. Indeed, these actions are fundamental to
achieving CP, with farm income levels serving as a litmus test for measuring the extent
of CP implementation [3,4]. The core facets of CP include addressing regional disparities,
rural-urban disparities, and income inequalities. Efforts to reduce income disparities focus
on raising the income levels of lower-income cohorts, therefore diminishing the size of this
group while expanding the middle-income segment. Particular attention is paid to rural
and underdeveloped regions, with policies targeting marginalized communities to con-
sistently promote CP. The lower-income groups are predominantly located in rural areas,
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especially in less prosperous regions known as Outlying Rural Areas (ORAs). Increasing
the income of farmers in ORAs and reducing regional income disparities among farmers
constitute pivotal steps towards realizing CP in rural areas [5].

It is worth mentioning that major national strategies such as the Western Development
Strategy, the Rise of Central China Strategy, the Northeast Revitalization Strategy, and
the Revitalization of ORAs Strategy have had some positive impacts on the economic
development of underdeveloped regions. Nonetheless, the income gap between farmers
in different regions of China remains significant [6,7]. The 2021 China Statistical Yearbook
highlights the significant disparities in farmers’ disposable income between cities and
provinces. For example, the disposable income of farmers in Shanghai (ranked first) is
2.06 times that of Jiangxi Province (ranked tenth) and 2.61 times that of Shanxi Province
(ranked twenty-seventh). Zhejiang Province (ranked second) has 3.08 times the income
of Gansu Province (ranked thirty-first), while Beijing (ranked third) has 2.59 times the
income of Guizhou Province (ranked thirtieth). In addition, the reports of the 19th and
20th Congresses of the Communist Party of China clearly emphasize the implementation
of a regional coordinated development strategy characterized by a continuous increase in
support for revolutionary regions, ethnic areas, border areas, and impoverished areas, and
the establishment of a more effective mechanism for regional coordinated development. In
light of both domestic and international practices, regional coordinated development is
proving beneficial in enhancing inter-regional harmony, which, to some extent, addresses
the challenges of unbalanced and insufficient development [8–11]. From 2022 onwards,
it is imperative to conduct an objective assessment of the results of the revitalization
policies in revolutionary regions. This assessment should determine whether the 11 years
of implementation have resulted in rapid economic growth and shared prosperity for the
residents of these areas. Such an evaluation is crucial not only for refining and improving
the policies related to these regions but also for providing valuable insights into the
development strategies of other revolution-era regions. Simultaneously, there is an urgent
need for in-depth research on how to pioneer a new phase of regional coordinated regional
development in the context of high-quality development. The research will be crucial in
promoting Chinese-style modernization and development.

A substantial body of literature has undertaken policy evaluations of regional devel-
opment strategies from a variety of perspectives. Scholars have also begun to assess the
effectiveness of revitalization policies in western regions, revolutionary areas, and former
revolutionary bases. However, consensus remains elusive, and considerable controversy
persists. Existing studies often measure the extent of regional revitalization solely in terms
of economic growth, poverty alleviation efforts, industrial development, targeted education
initiatives, spillover effects, and citizen well-being.

The results of the specific evaluations are mixed. On the one hand, most studies
indicate that Regional Revitalization Policy (RRP) has a positive impact. It promotes the
optimization of industrial structure through industrial transformation [12,13] and supports
GDP growth rates and industrial development by promoting investment and industrializa-
tion processes [1,11]. Other studies have also shown that the implementation of the RRP
plays an important role in improving the consumer welfare of rural residents in the old
revolutionary base areas in China. It can improve the consumer welfare of rural residents
by increasing local fiscal expenditure and narrowing the income gap between urban and
rural areas [14]. Nonetheless, these policy-driven effects show regional disparities [15],
particularly in China’s vast territory, where geographical variations can influence policy
outcomes [16,17]. Targeted investment in education to alleviate educational poverty has
yielded striking direct benefits, significantly increasing the average annual number of
school-age children enrolled in education in Outlying Rural Areas (ORAs) by 5.9% and
effectively raising the overall human capital level of local school-age children [18]. It has
also stimulated the endogenous forces of poverty alleviation driven by rural revitalization.
Additionally, RP elevates the level of social development and enhances the well-being of
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residents in ORAs. However, it has also contributed to increased carbon emissions while
promoting economic development [19,20].

On the other hand, some scholars argue that the RP, similar to the Western Develop-
ment Strategy, could lead to a “policy trap” [21]. In other words, the RP may not effectively
stimulate rapid economic growth in ORAs and may overlook the need for institutional
reform and the development of a conducive soft environment. Consequently, the structure
of economic development remains unbalanced, hindering the enhancement of regional
sustainability [22,23].

In terms of evaluation methods, many studies have relied on before-and-after compar-
isons of policy implementation. From a perspective that emphasizes the scientific rigor of
policy evaluation, these studies may not fully isolate the effects of other factors, potentially
biasing the assessment of the impact of RP. In essence, other factors may be driving the
development of ORAs, even in the absence of RP. Consequently, policy evaluation results
may be biased.

In summary, the existing literature on the evaluation of revitalization policies in
revolutionary-era areas has made significant progress but leaves room for further in-depth
research. Therefore, this paper will innovatively use panel data from 2006 to 2019 for
35 revolutionary-era counties in Jiangxi Province. For the first time, it will use the PSM-
DID model to comprehensively and scientifically assess the implementation effects of these
revitalization policies.

There are three main contributions to this paper. First, it focuses its study sample
at the level of core counties within the Outlying Rural Areas (ORAs), allowing for a
more detailed and precise evaluation of the effects of the Regional Regeneration Policy
(RRP). Second, the comprehensive evaluation covers both the economic impact and the
impact on shared prosperity, examining these aspects through the lens of economic growth
and farmers’ income. Heterogeneity analysis is also carried out using quantile regression,
providing a nuanced understanding of the impact of the policy. Third, in terms of evaluation
methodology, the paper employs the Propensity Score Matching Difference-in-Differences
(PSM-DID) method, effectively addressing sample selection bias and, therefore, enhancing
the accuracy of the DID-based policy evaluation results. The innovation of this study is,
therefore, to enrich the dimension and depth of the research sample further. This not only
increases the precision of the analyses but also captures changes at a more micro level,
allowing for a more three-dimensional and comprehensive assessment of policy effects. The
PSM-DID research methodology also provides a double test for estimating policy effects.
Reflecting the innovation and sophistication of this study at both the methodological and
applied levels, these advances not only provide important perspectives for understanding
RPs in the region but also offer new methods and approaches for subsequent research.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sets out the policy
background and theoretical analysis. Section 3 describes the identification strategy and the
data in detail. Section 4 presents our main empirical findings, and Section 5 concludes.

2. Policy Background and Theoretical Analysis
2.1. Policy Background

Old Revolutionary Areas (ORAs) are revolutionary bases established under the lead-
ership of the Chinese Communist Party during the period of the Agrarian Revolutionary
War and the Anti-Japanese War. While these ORAs made significant contributions and
sacrifices during the Chinese Revolution, factors such as the lingering effects of war trauma
and natural geographical challenges have resulted in their relatively underdeveloped eco-
nomic status (Figure 1). Among these ORAs, the Ganan ORA (ORAG), which covers three
provinces (Jiangxi, Fujian, and Guangdong), has a unique historical significance. It was
China’s largest revolutionary base area during the Second Domestic Revolutionary War
and served as the political nucleus and core region of the ORAs. It also marks the start of
the iconic 25,000-mile Long March. Despite its pivotal role in China’s revolution, ORAG
has lagged behind in economic development, characterized by severe livelihood problems
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and persistent poverty. To promote quality revitalization and development in ORAG, a
regional coordinated development (RCD) strategy is essential and provides a means to
create new opportunities for RCD.
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The development plan is shown in Table 1. In 2012, with the aim of addressing ORAG’s
underdevelopment, improving the living conditions of its farmers, and boosting economic
development and income levels, the State Council issued the “Opinions on Supporting
the Revitalization and Development of Gannan and Other Old Revolutionary Areas”,
hereafter referred to as the revitalization policy (RP). This policy provides comprehensive
support for the revitalization and development of ORAG, encompassing all aspects of
livelihoods, infrastructure, industrial growth, public services, environmental protection,
and institutional reform, all aimed at promoting the shared prosperity of ORAG residents.
Its implementation is of immense importance and value in achieving coordinated regional
development and realizing the overarching “Two Centenary Goals”.

The RP has been strategically planned and implemented in various areas with clearly
defined development goals. In 2013, the “Implementation Plan of Central State Organs and
Relevant Units to Support Old Revitalization Areas” was introduced, further bolstering the
RP’s execution. This plan emphasizes the importance of counterpart support as it estab-
lishes an integrated support framework that maximizes the strengths of each of the units
involved and strengthens the development momentum of ORAG. Additional measures
were taken in 2014, including the implementation of the “Plan for the Revitalization and
Development of the Old Revitalization Areas of Jiangxi, Fujian, and Guangdong”. This
plan prioritizes regional cooperation and the construction of ORAG’s core economic circle,
providing support and assistance in areas such as talent development, education, capital
injection, technological advancement, and project implementation. The overall goal is
to steer ORAG’s economy towards quality development, improve the well-being of its
residents, and promote sustainable economic and social progress.

From 2021 onwards, it is imperative to objectively and scientifically evaluate the
results of the RP. This evaluation will assess whether the 10 years of implementation have
successfully raised farmers’ incomes in ORAG and reduced income disparities between
regions. Such an evaluation would serve to identify both the shortcomings and strengths
of the RP and provide valuable insights into the development of ORAG. In addition, this
experience can inform the refinement of the RP for ORAG and provide a reference and
demonstration model for the development of other ORAs across the country.
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Table 1. China’s Old Revolutionary Areas revitalization policies development planning.

Date Document Main Content

2012
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transformation, enhancement of people’s well-being, and

strengthening of policy protection.

2.2. Theoretical Analysis

Economic growth theory traditionally considers factors such as capital, land, and labor
as the primary drivers of economic growth. The Regional Revitalization Policies (RPs)
are mainly characterized by a series of preferential policies, including increased financial
investment, tax incentives, relaxed conditions for resource development, emphasis on
industrial factors, and improved incentives for talent attraction [24,25]. Capital, the most
important factor, comes mainly from government financial investment, bank lending,
industrial and commercial investment, and personal income deposits.

The RPs have increased fiscal transfers, particularly through equalization and spe-
cial fiscal transfers, therefore increasing government financial allocations. For example,
the Ministry of Finance provides annual financial subsidies, and special central lottery
funds are allocated to the ORAs in Jiangxi, Fujian, and Guangdong Provinces. In addition,
there has been an escalation in central budgetary investments, special construction funds,
and major national projects, which have served as an initial capital base for rural revital-
ization and improved income levels for farmers in the ORAs. Financial credit support
has played an important role in overcoming the challenges posed by low local savings
rates. Tax incentives, relaxed conditions for resource development, and attractive condi-
tions for talent acquisition have also had positive results in attracting foreign investment.
The rich resource endowment and the relaxed conditions for resource development have
created opportunities for resource development in ORAs, ultimately increasing farmers’
incomes [26,27].

While the RPs have achieved certain milestones since their inception, the presence
of a policy trap warrants attention. To fully exploit the revenue growth effect of the
RPs, the government needs to provide long-term and stable policy support. In the actual
implementation process, the effectiveness of the policy has been limited by its relatively
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modest strength. In addition, underdeveloped conditions in the ORAs may dilute the
impact of the policy, leaving room for improvement in revenue enhancement. On the one
hand, local governments tend to prioritize short-term economic growth at the expense of
long-term development, often driven by political performance targets [28]. This emphasis
on rapid, short-term growth and revenue enhancement through fixed asset investment can
inadvertently lead to a resource curse effect. On the other hand, ORAs, especially in rural
areas, often have weak developmental foundations. The RPs emphasize addressing rural
issues by promoting rural industries, improving the basic public service system covering
both urban and rural areas, and increasing investment in rural infrastructure, livelihood
projects, and the ecological environment. These efforts are aimed at improving farmers’
living conditions, creating employment opportunities, elevating income levels, narrowing
regional income disparities, and ultimately achieving shared prosperity.

3. Method and Variable Setting
3.1. Model Specification

In 2012, the State Council issued the Regional Revitalization Policy (RRP), which
marked the official start of a series of initiatives to revitalize Old Revolutionary Areas
(ORAs). Consequently, the RP can be regarded as a quasi-natural experiment, and the
difference-in-differences (DID) method is used to investigate its implementation effects
and mechanisms [29]. The accuracy of the DID method depends on ensuring that the
variables studied in the experimental and control groups have the same temporal trends
prior to policy implementation. However, the selection of counties (districts and cities) in
ORAG is not entirely exogenous and random but is often influenced by socioeconomic
factors and differences in resource endowments. This may introduce potential self-selection
problems that may bias the estimation results. Therefore, this paper uses the Propensity
Score Matching Difference-in-Differences (PSM-DID) method to validate the impact of RP
on economic growth and farmers’ income in ORAG [30].

• Step 1: PSM Matching

The counties (districts and cities) where the RP is implemented form the experimental
group, while the unaffected counties (districts and cities) form the control group. PSM
matching uses observable matching variables to compute conditional sample probabilities,
generating propensity scores for matched individuals in both the experimental and control
groups. The aim of PSM matching is to minimize any significant differences between the
experimental and control groups prior to the implementation of the RP, thus adhering as
closely as possible to the parallel trend assumption. This minimizes endogeneity concerns
due to self-selection bias. The sample of this study mainly takes the counties that belong
to the RP influence and the counties that do not belong to the policy influence as the
research object, considering the completeness and accessibility of the data, as well as the
comprehensive effect of the local policy on the counties so that it will be the core area
of the RP Ganzhou City, All the counties in the region as the experimental group, and
the 54 counties (townships) in Jiangxi Province that were excluded from the revitalization
policy as well as the counties of Nanchang City that were not included in the policy as the
control group. In this study, a total of 20 counties in other county areas of Jiangxi Province
that are not included in the scope of the RP are selected because of the impact of the capital
effect of Nanchang. Therefore, this study divides the 35 counties (cities and districts) in
Jiangxi Province from 2006 to 2019 into four sub-samples according to the two classification
criteria of whether they are included in the scope of the policy and whether the policy is
implemented, which are the two treatment groups before and after the implementation of
the Vibrational RP, and the two control groups before and after the RP.
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• 2: DID Estimation

Building on the outcomes of PSM matching, the DID regression model is employed to
estimate the net effect of the RP on increasing farmers’ income. This is illustrated by the
following equation:

Yit = β0 + β1 policyit × dtit + λΣControlsit + ηi + γt + εit (1)

In Equation (1), Yit is the explained variable, which is the economic effect indicator and
income effect indicator of the RP, measuring the economic level of ORAs and the common
prosperity of farmers, which are GDP per capita and income per farmer, respectively; i
represents the policy implementation area, and t represents the policy implementation time;
policyit × dtit is the core explanatory variable of this study, i.e., the RP; policy = 1 represents
the experimental group of counties (districts and cities) where the RP is implemented,
policy = 0 represents the control group of counties (districts and cities) where no RP is
implemented; dt = 0 represents the year before the RP implementation, dt = 1 represents
the year after the RP implementation; Controls is the control variable; ηi is the individual
effect; γt is the time effect; and εit is the random error term.

The above baseline regression results reflect the average impact of the RP on local
development, which masks the dynamic differences. Meanwhile, the DID empirical results
can genuinely reflect the policy effect on the premise only when the experimental and
control groups satisfy the parallel trend hypothesis before the policy implementation. For
this reason, this paper uses the event study method to test the dynamic effect of the RP as
well as the parallel trend test and constructs the model as follows:

Yit = ρ0 +
2019

∑
t=2006

ρt policyit × γit + λControlsit + ηi + γt + εit (2)

In Equation (2), i represents the year after the RP implementation, −i represents i
year before the RP implementation, ρt represents the estimated coefficients for period t in
2006–2019, and the rest of the variables are consistent with the baseline model.

3.2. Variable Setting
3.2.1. Explained Variables

This study assesses the impact of the RP in two key dimensions: the economic impact
and the income impact. Specifically: (1) Economic Effect. The level of GDP per capita serves
as a crucial indicator of regional economic development [31]. Therefore, “GDP per capita” is
chosen as the dependent variable to assess the economic impact of the RP; (2) Income Effect.
Given that rural areas in ORAs exhibit relative underdevelopment, farmers’ income levels
are typically low, and these regions often have a concentration of impoverished individuals.
The RP is designed to advance rural infrastructure and industrial development, with the
intended outcome of raising farmers’ income levels and, consequently, the progress of
the “three rural areas” in the ORAs. In this study, “farmers’ disposable income” and “the
proportion of farmers’ disposable income in Jiangxi Province compared to ORAG counties
(counties and cities)” are selected as dependent variables. These measures are used to
assess farmers’ income and the regional income gap among farmers in ORAG, respectively.
Together, these variables characterize the income effect in ORAG and contribute to the
realization of shared prosperity.

3.2.2. Core Explanatory Variables

RP dummy variable policy × dt is the core explanatory variable; if the study sample
counties (districts and cities) are ORA counties after 2012, policy is assigned a value of 1
and the opposite is 0; dt is the time dummy variable, t is assigned a value of 1 after the RP
implementation, and the opposite is 0.
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3.2.3. Control Variables

This study draws upon the research of prominent scholars, including Attanasio (2000) [32]
and Wang et al. (2019) [31], as it employs a set of key indicators to comprehensively assess
various aspects of the ORAG region. Specifically, Investment and Savings: The study
utilizes “Total Regional Per Capita Fixed Asset Investment” and “Per Capita Resident Sav-
ings Deposit Balance” to gauge the levels of investment and savings within ORAG; Local
Government Finance: “Per Capita Fiscal Revenue” is chosen as a metric for evaluating local
government revenue, while “Per Capita Fiscal Expenditure within the General Public Bud-
get” is employed to assess local government expenditure; Industrial Structure: To analyze
the industrial composition of the counties, “Value-Added of Secondary Industry Per Capita”
and “Value-Added of Tertiary Industry Per Capita” are selected to measure the levels of
industrialization and advanced industrial structure; Opening Up Level: The degree of
openness to foreign investment is quantified using the “Amount of Actual Foreign Capital
Utilized Per Capita”. Table 2 shows the definitions and detailed descriptive statistics.

Table 2. Definition of variables.

Variable Definition Mean Std. Dev

Explained Variables
GDP per capita GDP per capita (logarithm) 9.7440 0.6514

Farmers’ income Disposable income of farmers (logarithm) 8.7367 0.5769

Farmers’ income gap The proportion of the disposable income of farmers in Jiangxi
Province and ORA counties (districts and cities) 1.2954 0.3569

Core Explanatory Variables
Revitalization Policy Dummy variable (0, 1) 0.2166 0.4123

Investment Level Total fixed asset investment per capita (logarithm) 8.0634 1.0570
Resident saving level Per capita residential savings deposit balance (taking logarithm) 8.1358 0.7914
Fiscal revenue level Fiscal revenue per capita (logarithm) 6.2621 0.8276
Control Variables

Government Expenditure Financial expenditure within the general
public budget per capita (logarithm) 7.0037 0.7786

Industrialization level Value-added of secondary industry per capita (logarithm) 7.6302 0.7804
Advanced industrial structure Value-added of tertiary industry per capita (logarithm) 7.3001 0.7517

Opening up level Amount of actual foreign capital utilized per capita (logarithm) 5.2456 0.7431

Notes: Our sample covers data from 35 counties in Jiangxi Province between 2006 and 2019, and the sample
includes 490 individual-year observations.

3.3. Data

This study examines the impact of the RP. It identifies Ganzhou City (GC) as the core
area for the RP, based on the policy implementation scope outlined in the “Study on the
Establishment of Statistical Monitoring System for the Revitalization and Development of
Gannan and Other Old Revolutionary Areas” published by the Jiangxi Provincial People’s
Government in 2015. In the study, 15 counties within Ganzhou City were selected as the
experimental group, representing a typical sample. In addition, 20 other counties (cities)
in Jiangxi Province that did not implement RP serve as the control group, making a total
of 35 counties. To maintain accuracy and to account for administrative boundary changes
prior to 2005, the study focuses on the period from 2006 to 2019, covering the first six years
and the subsequent seven years of RP implementation since 2012.

The data sources used in this study include the China County Statistical Yearbook,
the China Regional Economic Statistical Yearbook, Jiangxi in the New China Sixth Decade,
and the Jiangxi Provincial Statistical Yearbook 2007–2020. In addition, the National Eco-
nomic Statistical Bulletin was used for each county. Several data processing steps were
implemented: (1) Price conversion adjustments using the 2005 base period Consumer Price
Index (CPI) for Jiangxi Province to mitigate the effects of inflation [33]. (2) Application of
a moving average method to account for missing raw data. (3) Uniform use of farmers’
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disposable income as a measure of farmers’ income, as it later replaced farmers’ net income
per capita.

For a more comprehensive understanding of the evolving trends in the variables
before and after RP implementation, the description of the data was split into experimental
and control groups, and comparisons were made in terms of mean changes between
2006–2011 and 2013–2019. The details are shown in Table 3. Prior to RP implementation,
the experimental group had an average annual growth rate of 15.03% in GDP per capita,
slightly lower than the control group’s rate of 15.65%. However, after RP implementation,
the experimental group experienced a significantly lower average annual growth rate of
8.51% compared to the control group’s rate of 9.98%. This suggests that RP implementation
did not effectively promote economic development in GC and further widened the gap
between GC’s level of economic development and that of non-ORAG areas. In terms of
farmers’ per capita disposable income, the experimental group had an average annual
growth rate of 9.42% before RP implementation, which was lower than the control group’s
rate of 11.29%. However, after RP implementation, the experimental group achieved an
elevated average annual growth rate of 11.43%, which exceeded the control group’s rate of
8.53%. This indicates that the implementation of RP has effectively increased the income of
farmers in GC and promoted rural development in the region.

Table 3. Descriptive statistics of main variables.

Variables

Overall Experimental Group Control Group

2006–2019 2006–2011 2013–2019 2006–2011 2013–2019

Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean

GDP per capita (yuan) 21,321.41
(13.44%)

10,639.54
(15.03%)

26,718.43
(8.51%)

11,721.08
(15.65%)

32,846.64
(9.98%)

Farmers’ income (yuan) 7443.16
(11.64%)

3194.87
(9.42%)

8704.51
(11.43%)

4635.90
(11.29%)

11,931.28
(8.53%)

Investment Level (million yuan) 735,478.80
(19.59%)

183,507.80
(24.03%)

802,029.50
(11.19%)

357,075.10
(23.23%)

1,404,346.40
(12.22%)

Resident saving level (million yuan) 672,497.10
(15.48%)

311,073.20
(18.39%)

988,522.90
(12.48%)

302,079.90
(16.06%)

1,015,485.23
(11.65%)

Fiscal revenue level (million yuan) 103,138.20
(17.37%)

37,435.03
(19.83%)

122,271.40
(8.47%)

44,290.53
(24.41%)

184,250.60
(8.44%)

Government Expenditure (million yuan) 210,521.60
(17.79%)

86,178.32
(18.80%)

311,021.60
(12.20%)

93,670.78
(23.64%)

320,784.41
(10.10%)

Industrialization level (million yuan) 392,759.50
(13.94%)

176,189.70
(19.31%)

445,231.10
(5.39%)

232,068.70
(21.18%)

633,040.12
(7.39%)

Advanced industrial structure (million yuan) 282,038.70
(14.80%)

144,439.90
(14.57%)

423,014.20
(11.76%)

123,570.30
(14.10%)

413,783.40
(12.83%)

Opening up level (million yuan) 35,090.18
(9.10%)

26,014.7
(2.37%)

43,197.85
(10.37%)

19,001.01
(10.47%)

50,074.80
(10.72%)

Notes: The average annual growth rates are reported in parentheses.

4. Empirical Results
4.1. PSM Processing

This study used Stata 15.1 to perform propensity score matching (PSM) between the
experimental and control groups, with the aim of identifying a control group sample that
closely matched the conditions of the experimental group. Table 4 shows the normalized
bias for each variable before and after matching. From the data in the table, it is clear that
each variable in both the experimental and control groups shows a reduced discrepancy
after the matching process. In particular, there are no longer any significant differences
between the variables after matching, which indicates the effectiveness of the matching
results and justifies the use of the PSM-DID method.
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Table 4. Standardized deviations of each variable before and after matching.

Variable Experimental
Group

Control
Group

Standardized
Deviation (%) Decrease (%) T-Value p-Value

Revitalization Policy U 8.3234 7.9791 36.6
57.8

3.13 0.002
M 8.3519 8.4971 −15.4 −1.06 0.292

Investment Level
U 8.5817 7.9912 84.2

89.1
7.49 0.000

M 8.5513 8.6158 −9.2 −0.62 0.538

Resident saving level U 6.6014 6.1521 64.6
81

5.31 0.000
M 6.5888 6.6743 −12.3 −0.93 0.352

Fiscal revenue level
U 7.5177 6.837 106.5

88.5
8.97 0.000

M 7.4759 7.5544 −12.3 −0.91 0.362
Government
Expenditure

U 7.8139 7.5706 33.7
49.3

2.99 0.003
M 7.8331 7.9565 −17.1 −1.18 0.239

Industrialization level
U 7.7687 7.1482 94.7

90.3
8.4 0.000

M 7.7242 7.7846 −9.2 −0.69 0.488
Advanced industrial

structure
U 5.4678 5.1736 41.6

80.8
3.82 0.000

M 5.4603 5.5169 −8 −0.61 0.543

Notes: In the equilibrium test of farmers’ income, U denotes Unmatched, which means before the match, and M
denotes Matched, which means after the match.

In addition to PSM, three other matching methods, namely nearest neighbor matching,
caliper matching, and kernel matching, are used to improve the accuracy of the matching
results, as shown in Table 5. The results show a significant decrease in the pseudo-R2

value after matching, from 0.352 to values between 0.007 and 0.013, close to zero. Simi-
larly, the LR statistic showed a significant decrease after matching, from 192.22 to values
between 1.67 and 3.73. Prior to matching, the mean standardized deviation between the
experimental and control groups was 66.00%, indicating a significant disparity in the raw
data and considerable heterogeneity between the two groups. After matching, the mean
standardized deviation between the two groups decreased to 4.20%, 6.60%, and 11.90%,
respectively. The median deviation also shows a significant reduction. Taken together, these
results demonstrate the homogeneity achieved in the sample after matching, confirming
the validity of the propensity score estimation method.

Table 5. Matching quality test of different matching methods.

Matching Method Pseudo-R2 LR Statistic Mean Value of
Deviation (%)

Median
Deviation

Before matching 0.352 192.22 *** 66 64.6
Nearest Neighbor
Matching Method 0.013 3.73 4.2 4.2

Caliper Matching Method 0.007 1.67 6.6 7
Kernel Matching Method 0.012 3.5 11.9 12.3

Notes: *** denote significance at 1% levels.

4.2. PSM-DID Results
4.2.1. Baseline Results

The income effect of the RP was assessed using a DID model, and to ensure the ro-
bustness of the results, all regressions were controlled for bidirectional fixed effects of
region and time. The regression results of model (1) presented in Table 6 show that the
RP did not lead to a significant increase in per capita GDP in GC; In fact, it showed a
negative effect, with the RP causing a significant decrease of 5.64% in GDP per capita in
the experimental group compared to the control group. This suggests that the RP did not
have the intended positive impact on economic development. Several factors may have
contributed to this result. First, despite the RP’s emphasis on promoting and developing
characteristic advantageous industries, GC faced challenges due to its weak conditions
and unfavorable industrial structure. The RP’s support and promotion may not have
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been sufficient to address the immediate problems of industrial structure upgrading and
institutional reform, resulting in limited industrial growth and efficiency, which in turn
hindered the county’s GDP growth. Second, strengthening the endogenous drivers of
economic development in the GC is essential. While the state has provided funds and
projects to support local economic and industrial development, the lack of an effective
system to ensure the realization of policy benefits may have led to rent-seeking behavior,
crowding-out effects, and the potential for falling into a “policy trap”. policy traps can
lead to a reduction in the efficiency of resource allocation, neglect of institutional reform
and optimization of the market mechanism, which in turn can lead to system rigidity and
inefficiency. Failure to effectively strengthen the rule of law, optimize the business environ-
ment, improve public services, and other aspects of the soft environment makes it difficult
to attract long-term private investment and talent inflows. To overcome the policy trap,
it is necessary to strengthen autonomous development capacity, reduce over-dependence
on policies, promote innovation-driven and technological upgrading, and support the
sustainable development of RP. Strengthen the market orientation of policies and make ra-
tional use of the market mechanism to guide resource allocation and improve the efficiency
of resource use and the quality of economic development. Improve the investment and
business environment to attract more foreign investment and talent. Third, the RP places a
strong emphasis on ecological construction and environmental protection while prioritizing
sustainable development. It does not exclusively prioritize GDP growth but seeks to strike
a balance between development and protection. This approach has effectively promoted
the harmonization of economic development with resource and environmental factors and
steered it toward high-quality development. As a result, the GDP growth rate in ORAG,
including GC, may appear to be slower compared to non-ORAG regions.

Table 6. Test of Farmers’ income effect of revitalization policy.

Variable

(1): Economic Growth (2): Farmers’ Income (3): Farmers’ Income Gap

Coefficient Standard
Error Coefficient Standard

Error Coefficient Standard
Error

Revitalization Policy −0.0564 *** 0.0167 0.130 *** 0.0266 −0.218 *** 0.0442
Investment Level 0.0950 *** 0.0317 −0.0141 0.0506 0.0157 0.0840

Resident saving level −0.0625 * 0.0331 0.361 *** 0.0528 −0.581 *** 0.0877
Fiscal revenue level 0.0270 0.0416 0.0288 0.0664 −0.0121 0.110

Government Expenditure 0.0666 ** 0.0338 −0.135 ** 0.0539 0.221 ** 0.0896
Industrialization level 0.431 *** 0.0273 0.143 *** 0.0435 −0.233 *** 0.0722

Advanced industrial structure 0.171 *** 0.0164 −0.0196 0.0262 0.0226 0.0435
Opening up level −0.0161 −0.0161 0.0922 *** 0.0256 −0.153 *** 0.0426

Constant 4.339 *** 0.3940 4.623 *** 0.629 6.601 *** 1.044
Time Effect Yes Yes Yes

Regional effects Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.990 0.9779 0.5222

Notes: *, **, and *** denote significance at different levels (10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively).

In contrast, the regression results of model (2) show that the implementation of the RP
resulted in a substantial 13% increase in farmers’ income in the experimental group compared
to the control group, indicating the effectiveness of the RP in increasing farmers’ income in
GC. The increase in farmers’ income can be attributed to RP’s focus on developing agriculture
and the rural economy, promoting increased production and quality of agricultural products
by raising the level of agricultural production and promoting modern agricultural technology
and management methods. The RP encourages farmers to participate in the transformation
and upgrading of rural industries and supports farmers in developing new industries such
as agricultural product processing, rural tourism, and rural specialty industries, which can
provide more quality employment opportunities and ways to increase farmers’ incomes. At
the same time, the RP has implemented a series of support and subsidy policies for farmers,
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including agricultural production subsidies, agricultural product price protection, and rural
social security, which can improve farmers’ production capacity and income levels. This
success can be attributed to the RP’s focus on addressing agricultural and rural development
and livelihood issues, resulting in tangible improvements in rural production conditions and
farmers’ livelihoods’ livelihoods. Finally, the regression results of model (3) show that the
implementation of the RP significantly narrowed the income gap between GC and Jiangxi
Province, thus contributing to the common prosperity of farmers in GC.

The RP is expected to have the following impacts on the economic sustainability and
development of ORAG in the long term: the overall economic strength will be strength-
ened, leading to the diversification of the regional economy; traditional industries can be
upgraded through technological transformation; and new industries can be developed
with the help of policy support and market orientation. The RP will help narrow the devel-
opment gap between the inland and other developed regions, promote the coordinated
development of the region and the new type of urbanization, and form a more balanced
and harmonious regional development pattern. Optimizing the industrial structure and
improving the scientific and technological innovation capability is expected to promote
the formation of an independent and complete industrial system and the sustainable
development capability of the local economy.

4.2.2. Parallel Trends Assumptions Test

The DID model must satisfy the parallel trend assumption. To further assess the dynamic
effect of the RP, we use the event study method to conduct a counterfactual test, which helps
to estimate how the RP has affected farmers’ income over time [34]. In this analysis, the
dependent variable is farm income multiplied by the RP dummy variable. The coefficient of
the interaction term tells us whether there is a significant difference between the experimental
and control groups. Figure 2 illustrates the dynamic effect of the RP on GDP per capita in the
GC. Before the implementation of the RP in 2012, there was no significant difference in GDP
per capita between the experimental and control groups. However, after the implementation
of the RP, there was a significant negative impact on GDP per capita in the GC. This negative
impact intensified over time, suggesting that the RP did not effectively stimulate the region’s
economic development as intended. Figure 3 shows the dynamic impact of the RP on farmers’
incomes in the GC. The results, using farmers’ income as the dependent variable, show a
significant positive impact of the RP. After 2012, the effect shows an initial decline followed
by an increase as the duration of the policy implementation increases. Furthermore, Figure 4,
the parallel trend test, shows that the RP significantly reduced the income gap between GC
and Jiangxi Province. This effect becomes more pronounced as the number of years of policy
implementation increases. In summary, these results support the condition of the parallel
trend assumption required for the DID model.
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4.2.3. Robustness Checks

(1) Change in estimation method. To further validate the RP effect, we used an alterna-
tive estimation method to corroborate the previously presented results. Specifically, we
used the DID model to measure the impact of the RP on livelihoods and to explore its role in
promoting the common welfare of the GC. The empirical results are summarized in Table 7.
Notably, the RP continues to have a significant negative impact on regional economic
growth. On the other hand, it makes a significant positive contribution to increasing the
income of GC farmers, with an improvement effect of 8.69%. However, it is worth noting
that these effects appear to be slightly lower than those observed in the regression results
for the PSM-DID model. This suggests that the RP effect may be underestimated to some
extent if the selection bias is not taken into account. Moreover, the RP continues to narrow
the income gap between farmers in the GC and Jiangxi Province, effectively promoting
rural development in the GC and promoting shared prosperity. Importantly, these findings
remain consistent after changing the estimation method, demonstrating the robustness of
the results.

(2) Varying the timing of policy implementation. To mitigate potential confounding
effects due to concurrent policies in the region, we conducted further robustness tests
by varying the year of RP implementation. Specifically, we shifted the year of RP im-
plementation to 2008 and 2009, and the empirical results are presented in model (7) and
model (8) of Table 8. In these models, we perform a counterfactual test by moving the RP
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implementation year forward while using GDP per capita, farmer income, and the income
gap between farmers as the dependent variables. The regression results show that the
coefficients are not statistically significant under these alternative scenarios. This confirms
that the development progress observed in GC can be attributed to the implementation of
RP itself rather than being influenced by other concurrent policies. It highlights the positive
impact of the RP on improving livelihoods in GC.

Table 7. Robustness tests for changing the estimation methods.

Variable

(4): Economic Growth (5): Farmers’ Income (6): Farmers’ Income Gap

Coefficient Standard
Error Coefficient Standard

Error Coefficient Standard
Error

Revitalization Policy −0.0433 *** 0.0109 0.0869 *** 0.0185 −0.164 *** 0.0290
Investment Level 0.0153 0.0132 0.0144 0.0223 −0.0222 0.0349

Resident saving level −0.0424 0.0261 0.275 *** 0.0443 −0.458 *** 0.0692
Fiscal revenue level 0.0941 *** 0.0297 −0.0433 0.0504 0.102 0.0788

Government Expenditure 0.0179 0.0211 0.0328 0.0358 0.00190 0.0559
Industrialization level 0.479 *** 0.0186 0.0724 ** 0.0315 −0.124 ** 0.0493

Advanced industrial structure 0.198 *** 0.0152 −0.0236 0.0258 0.0380 0.0403
Opening up level 0.000709 0.0101 0.0495 *** 0.0171 −0.0865 *** 0.0267

Constant 4.027 *** 0.289 5.452 *** 0.489 5.074 *** 0.765
Time Effect Yes Yes Yes

Regional effects Yes Yes Yes
R-squared 0.994 0.980 0.378

Notes: The standard errors are reported in parentheses. **, and *** denote significance at different levels (5%, and
1%, respectively).

Table 8. Robustness tests for changing the policy point in time.

Variable

(7): Advanced to 2008 (8): Advanced to 2009

Economic
Growth

Farmers’
Income

Farmers’
Income Gap

Economic
Growth

Farmers’
Income

Farmers’
Income Gap

Revitalization Policy −0.000100
(0.0139)

0.00275
(0.0237)

−0.0235
(0.0375)

−0.00725
(0.0132)

0.0160
(0.0225)

−0.0447
(0.0355)

Investment Level 0.00573
(0.0132)

0.0334
(0.0225)

−0.0572
(0.0356)

0.00667
(0.0133)

0.0315
(0.0227)

−0.0526
(0.0358)

Resident saving level −0.0393
(0.0266)

0.269 ***
(0.0454)

−0.445 ***
(0.0717)

−0.0384
(0.0266)

0.267 ***
(0.0454)

−0.440 ***
(0.0717)

Fiscal revenue level 0.0755 **
(0.0305)

−0.00495
(0.0521)

0.0210
(0.0824)

0.0743 **
(0.0300)

−0.00327
(0.0511)

0.0235
(0.0807)

Government Expenditure 0.0516 ***
(0.0199)

−0.0344
(0.0340)

0.125 **
(0.0537)

0.0476 **
(0.0210)

−0.0262
(0.0357)

0.105 *
(0.0564)

Industrialization level 0.474 ***
(0.0190)

0.0812 **
(0.0323)

−0.139 ***
(0.0511)

0.475 ***
(0.0190)

0.0797 **
(0.0323)

−0.136 ***
(0.0511)

Advanced industrial structure 0.204 ***
(0.0154)

−0.0360
(0.0263)

0.0616
(0.0415)

0.204 ***
(0.0154)

−0.0364
(0.0263)

0.0627
(0.0414)

Opening up level 0.0157
(0.0101)

0.0201
(0.0172)

−0.0353
(0.0272)

0.0133
(0.0105)

0.0248
(0.0179)

−0.0446
(0.0283)

Constant 3.929 ***
(0.297)

5.640 ***
(0.506)

4.781 ***
(0.800)

−0.00725
(0.0132)

5.608 ***
(0.503)

4.817 ***
(0.794)

Time Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Regional effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

R-squared 0.994 0.979 0.3326 0.994 0.979 0.3344

Notes: The standard errors are reported in parentheses. *, **, and ***, respectively, denote significance at different
levels (10%, 5% and 1%).

4.2.4. Heterogeneity Analysis

Previous empirical analysis has shown that RP has a significant impact on both
economic growth and farmers’ incomes in GC. However, this is a holistic assessment, and
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given the different levels of economic development across counties, it is plausible that
the impact of RP varies across counties with different levels of development. To gain
insight into these differences, we applied a panel quantile regression model to estimate
the heterogeneity of the impact of RP on economic growth and farm income in GC across
different quartiles.

The results of model (9) in Table 9 illustrate the variation in the impact of the RP at
different levels of GDP per capita. It has a significant and negative impact on GDP per capita
at all sub-points, with an increasing degree of impact. This means that the negative effect of
the RP is more pronounced in counties (cities) with higher levels of economic development.
This phenomenon can be attributed to the relatively weak economic conditions in GC. The
RP’s focus on infrastructure development through economic aid in less developed areas
has a negative effect on economic growth. Conversely, this effect is less pronounced in
areas with higher levels of economic development, where a focus on rural areas may hinder
the overall economic performance of non-rural areas.

Table 9. Quantile regression results.

Variable
(9): Economic Growth (10): Farmers’ Income (11): Farmers’ Income Gap

q25 q50 q75 q25 q50 q75 q25 q50 q75

Revitalization Policy −0.0497
(0.0362)

−0.0560 **
(0.0262)

−0.0639 *
(0.0351)

0.0987 **
(0.0494)

0.120
(0.0839)

0.165
(0.228)

−0.271 *
(0.140)

−0.209 ***
(0.0800)

−0.170 *
(0.0923)

Investment Level 0.123
(0.0778)

0.0967 *
(0.0566)

0.0630
(0.0756)

−0.0468
(0.0816)

−0.0244
(0.138)

0.0222
(0.377)

−0.0426
(0.227)

0.0264
(0.129)

0.0689
(0.150)

Resident
saving level

−0.0771
(0.0707)

−0.0633
(0.0513)

−0.0459
(0.0687)

0.254 ***
(0.0849)

0.327 **
(0.146)

0.479
(0.394)

−0.770 ***
(0.238)

−0.547 ***
(0.139)

−0.409 ***
(0.157)

Fiscal revenue level 0.0107
(0.0818)

0.0260
(0.0594)

0.0455
(0.0795)

0.0172
(0.110)

0.0252
(0.186)

0.0417
(0.509)

−0.0268
(0.308)

−0.00938
(0.175)

0.00133
(0.203)

Government
Expenditure

0.0620
(0.0781)

0.0663
(0.0567)

0.0718
(0.0759)

−0.120
(0.0957)

−0.130
(0.162)

−0.152
(0.442)

0.236
(0.273)

0.218
(0.155)

0.208
(0.181)

Industrialization
level

0.438 ***
(0.0729)

0.431 ***
(0.0529)

0.423 ***
(0.0709)

0.124 *
(0.0664)

0.137
(0.112)

0.163
(0.307)

−0.248
(0.185)

−0.230 **
(0.105)

−0.219 *
(0.122)

Advanced industrial
structure

0.203 *
(0.107)

0.173 **
(0.0776)

0.134
(0.104)

−0.0166
(0.0403)

−0.0187
(0.0682)

−0.0229
(0.186)

0.0322
(0.113)

0.0208
(0.0642)

0.0137
(0.0747)

Opening up level −0.00731
(0.0422)

−0.0156
(0.0307)

−0.0261
(0.0410)

0.104 **
(0.0486)

0.0958
(0.0823)

0.0794
(0.224)

−0.130
(0.136)

−0.157 **
(0.0776)

−0.174 *
(0.0901)

Time Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Regional effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: The standard errors are reported in parentheses. *, **, and ***, respectively, denote significance at different
levels (10%, 5% and 1%).

As shown in model (10), the RP has a significant positive effect on farmers’ income
only at the 25% quantile point but not at the 50% and 75% quantile points. In other words,
for counties (cities) with lower farm income levels, the RP has a significant promotional
effect. This suggests that for counties (cities) characterized by lower farmers’ income
levels, the RP can enhance farmers’ economic conditions to some extent. It is worth noting
that the development of rural industries, together with the diversification of economic
activities, especially the growth of tertiary and high-tech sectors, has contributed to raising
the income level of farmers. Conversely, for counties (cities) with medium to high farmers’
income levels, the existing fundamental issues cannot be resolved solely through financial
poverty alleviation and subsidies. While these regions may initially experience some relief
from the policy, they eventually encounter developmental bottlenecks where the policy’s
effectiveness of the policy diminishes, resulting in a decline in income levels. Consequently,
the boosting effect is not significant in the middle and high-income regions.

In model (11), the results show differences in the effect of the RP at different levels
of the income gap for farmers. Although the RP significantly reduces the income gap
for farmers at all quantile points, the magnitude of the effect is reduced. In essence, the
restraining effect of the RP is more pronounced in regions with a smaller income gap for
farmers. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that although the RP effectively
increases income levels in areas with lower farm incomes, it mainly impacts the absolute
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income figures. As a result, the relative income figures in these areas are less affected than
in higher-income areas, particularly because of the considerable pre-existing income gap
between low-income areas and Jiangxi Province. These findings are consistent with the
earlier baseline results.

4.2.5. Mechanism Test

The results so far show that RP is effective in increasing farmers’ incomes in GC,
reducing income inequality among farmers, and contributing to the overall welfare of
farming communities. To gain a deeper insight into the determinants of RP’s effectiveness,
this study examines its impact on different drivers of farmers’ income. In Table 10, the focus
of this analysis is on the interaction term, which represents the net effect of RP on these
income drivers. The regression results reveal significant findings. First, RP has a significant
positive effect on the level of investment. This suggests that the effect of RP on increasing
farmers’ incomes is closely linked to the increase in local government investment in fixed
assets. In essence, RP contributes to the improvement of farmers’ incomes by increasing
investment in the region. However, the impact of the RP on other drivers is mixed. In
particular, the RP has a significant negative effect on the level of government expenditure,
advanced industrial structure, and openness. These findings suggest that while the RP may
increase investment, it may unintentionally suppress government spending, hinder the
development of an advanced industrial structure, and discourage efforts to attract external
capital and investment. It is crucial to address these negative effects and create mechanisms
to ensure the sustainable and balanced development of these aspects to optimize the
effectiveness of the RP.

Table 10. Mechanism Test of revitalization policy.

Variable Investment
Level

Resident
Saving
Level

Fiscal
Revenue

Level

Government
Expenditure

Industrialization
Level

Advanced
Industrial
Structure

Opening Up
Level

Revitalization
Policy

0.102 *
(0.0550)

−0.0390
(0.0411)

0.00613
(0.0240)

−0.262 ***
(0.0541)

−0.0944
(0.0598)

−0.118 ***
(0.0414)

−0.475 ***
(0.0778)

policy 1.396 ***
(0.0367)

1.138 ***
(0.0227)

1.244 ***
(0.0179)

1.448 ***
(0.0342)

1.019 ***
(0.0507)

1.133 ***
(0.0277)

0.936 ***
(0.0709)

dt −0.726 ***
(0.212)

−0.0213
(0.156)

−0.0418
(0.114)

−0.146
(0.124)

−0.318 *
(0.177)

0.125
(0.151)

0.315
(0.209)

Constants 7.552 ***
(0.132)

7.504 ***
(0.0922)

6.309 ***
(0.0791)

5.561 ***
(0.0728)

7.207 ***
(0.0969)

6.628 ***
(0.0896)

4.692 ***
(0.124)

Observations 490 490 490 490 490 490 490
R-squared 0.7308 0.7435 0.7621 0.7898 0.7133 0.7223 0.6059

Notes: The standard errors are reported in parentheses. *, and ***, respectively, denote significance at different
levels (10%, and 1%).

Conversely, the RP does not show a significant effect on the level of household savings,
fiscal revenue, and industrialization. These results suggest that the implementation of
RP does not substantially affect these specific drivers of farmer income. Overall, the
mechanism analysis emphasizes the RP’s significant role in promoting investment levels in
GC, therefore increasing farmers’ income. However, there is room for further enhancing
the effectiveness of RP with respect to other revenue drivers. Constructing a long-term
mechanism to ensure the sustainable implementation of the RP is essential for achieving
these goals [35].

5. Conclusions and Policy Implications

This study uses panel data from 2006 to 2019, covering 35 counties in Jiangxi Province,
to examine the potential of the revitalization policy (RP) to promote shared prosperity
among farmers in Ganzhou City (GC), located in the Old Revolutionary Area of Gannan
(ORAG). The analysis uses the Propensity Score Matching and Difference-in-Differences
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(PSM-DID) method and focuses on two main perspectives: the increase of farmers’ income
and the reduction of income disparities. In addition, robustness tests and heterogeneity
analyses were carried out to validate the results. This study has made certain innova-
tions and improvements in sample selection, evaluation content, and evaluation methods
through empirical analysis of the effects of revitalization policy in the Soviet Union after
effectively addressing endogeneity and selection bias, which provides a more accurate
and comprehensive assessment and understanding of the implementation effects of re-
vitalization policy in the Soviet Union. This has important guiding significance for the
formulation and promotion of related policies and provides a certain reference value for
further in-depth research in the future.

The results reveal several important findings. First, the average impact of the RP
on GDP per capita in GC is significantly negative. However, the RP had a significantly
positive impact on increasing the income of farmers in GC and contributed to narrowing
the income gap between GC and Jiangxi, therefore facilitating shared prosperity. This is
consistent with existing research that RP contributes to the sustainable development of Old
Revolutionary Areas [35]. These findings are supported by robustness tests and quantile
regression analyses, which show different effects for different economic quantiles.

Further analysis of the mechanisms driving these results suggests that RP significantly
increases the level of local government investment in GC, which primarily contributes to
the increase in farmers’ incomes. The findings are consistent with the effectiveness of public
support policies presented in most studies. Public support policies are the key factors that
can compensate for market failures and improve residents’ quality of life [36]. However,
there is room for improvement in the impact of RP on other drivers, which requires the
establishment of a long-term mechanism to ensure its continued effectiveness.

Based on these evaluation results, several research lessons have been learned. First,
there is an urgent need to optimize support policies for the revitalization of Old Revolu-
tionary Areas (ORAs) and to implement a more robust long-term mechanism for RP. This
includes addressing institutional constraints and promoting endogenous development in
ORAs to overcome development bottlenecks. Second, there is a need to promote integrated
urban-rural development and to establish mechanisms for sustainable growth in farmers’
incomes. Strategies such as urbanization, concentration of elements in county cities, and
activation of rural elements should be used to cultivate new agricultural units and build
a competitive industrial system in ORAs. Finally, a market-oriented approach should be
adopted to improve industrial competitiveness. This involves optimizing the industrial
structure in ORAs, encouraging the transfer of advantageous industries, and promoting the
development of green and environmentally sustainable agricultural practices. In addition,
supporting the deep processing of raw materials and promoting lead industries can enhance
the competitiveness of county-level industries. These findings provide valuable guidance
for policymakers and stakeholders seeking to maximize the impact of revitalization policies
and achieve shared prosperity in Old Revolutionary Areas such as Gannan.

This study may have some limitations. From the perspective of the research object, not
all counties (cities and districts) involved in the revitalization and development policy are
fully included, and only representative counties belonging to Ganzhou City are selected for
empirical analysis; in the future, attempts should be made to include the research object
at the prefecture and city level, so as to comprehensively assess and analyze the impact
of the policy; From the perspective of the data level, there are certain limitations in the
statistical indicators of county data, and due to the lack of availability, the indicators are
not comprehensive enough to synthesize the factors of various parties to study the impact
of the policy.
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